Thank you for choosing our projection screen
Please read the manual careful ly before using
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-022. ADJUST LIMIT SWITCH
Adjust position for the two limit journey, refer to below picture:

Adjulting knob for DOWN

Adjusting knob for UP

Adjusting Diagram

3.USEFUL INSTRUCTIONS
a.The screen should be switched to a suitable power supply. it can
be 220V / 50HZ,230V / 5OHZ.or t 1OV/ 60HZ.120V / 60HZ.but the moto(s
power must be same as the local voltage and frequency.
b.The screen can be used with or without the remote controller. The
remote control system can be radio type or infrared type, normally if a
remote control system needed, a radio remote controller is supplied
but an infrared type controller is also available for a special requirement
these two different controlling functions can not combined in one control
system.
c.Normally a synchronized motor is installed inside the housing but
a tubular motor is also available for a special requirement.
d.lt the remote control system is not accompanied. the screen can
Operated by the control box directly, just push the UP/DOWN / STOP
button on the control box and operate the screen.Or the screen can
be operated by the remote controller.
e.The screen will automatically stops when the screen fabric goes
up and back to the housing or when the top black border comes out
totally. The screen can also stop at any position which you want.

-034. INSTALLING
a. Unpack the screen carefully. be sure the screen is in good condition,
check all the accessories are packed inside the carton.
b. Check the voltage and frequency marked on the screen is in
accordance with the local power supply. It is suggested only to use
the screens indoor under normal temperature and humidity.
c. Refer to the below
and fix the screen to
wall or to the ceiling.

fix the screen to the wall.

fix the screen to the ceiling.

d.Plug in the power supply. Press the down button of the manual switch
or the transmitter ,the screen will go down smoothly. Press the stop button
when the screen goes down to the expected position,otherwise the
screen will stop at the lower limited position automatically.
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e.Press the up button of the manu::itch
or the transmitter the screen will go
up Smoothly. Press the stop button when
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the screen goes up to the expected
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position, otherwise the screen will roll
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back to the housing.
The screen won't be used for a long time
when you cut off the power supply.
Don not pull the control wires to avoid
disconnection and it's dangerous.

f. Moving Parts of the drive must be installed higher than 2,5 mm

above the floor or other level that could provide access to it.

-045 WARNINGS
a.The screen can not be folded. Do not use fingers or hard objects
to touch the screen surface Do not splash the milk fruit juice or other
chemical doses to the screen surface. Keep the screen far away from
the high temperature objects or fire.

b.!f the screen is dirty. wash the screen gently by a broom or
a cotton ball,do not use the organic solvents to clean the screen surface.

c.When pulling the screen down, must be slowly and vertical.Do
not pull it roughly. please stop pulling as soon as the black border is out

or the screen is jammed or injured then send the screen to the
maintenance center.

d.After using

put the screen back to the housing in order to avoid

being polluled. ~ not using ij for a long time, please take the screen from
the wall and pack it in a carton.
e. If the power soft cable was broken, you have to replace it by technical
people from the manufacturer or service department ensure safety.
WARNINGS Important safety instructions. It is important for the safety of
persons to Follow these instructions. Save these instructions.
- do not allow children to play with fixed controls. Keep remote controls
away from children;
- Frequently examine the installation for imbalance and signs of wear or
damage to cables and springs.
Do not use if repair or adjustment is necessary;
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer,
its service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning
use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

6. REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM
1.lhe remote control can be IR Type or RF Type.
2. (A-IR Type) Plug in the power cable for the controller. the power source
indicator will flash. After the stop button of the remote control is pressed
and either the up or down button is pressed again, the power relay of the
controller will start to operate. Press the stop button after eight seconds, the
power source indicator will stop flashing. This is evidence that the controller
has finished automatic learning successfully. Above operation is normally
completed in eight seconds.
(B-RF Type)Press the down button, then plug in the power source indicator
will flash. After the stop button of the remote control is pressed. The down
button is pressed again,the power relay of the controller will start to
operate. Press the stop button, after eight seconds, the power source
indicator will stop flashing. This is evidence that the controller has finished
automaticlearningsuccessfully,Above operation is normally completed
in eight seconds.

-053.When the up and down buttons are pressed in the same time, the remote
control is locked. Operation will be stopped. The system will be unlocked
Wthe slop button is pressed again.
4. The power source will be cut off automatically if the motor operation has
passed the preset time lim~. Then the molDrwili slop operation.
5. The motor will perform up functions if the up button of the controller is
pressed. If the stop button or down button is pressed I the motor will stop
operation. When down button is pressed again, the motor will perform down
functions.in case slop or up button is pressed, the moIDrwili slop operation.
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2.INSTAWNG

Moving Parts afthe drive must be installed higher than 2,5 mm above
above the floor or other level that could provide access to it. Choose a
suitable place for installing.it is best to install two screws onthe wall,
the distance aftha screwsust be equal to that of the two rings and they
should be at the same level, the rings must be strong enough to loading
more than 25kg weights.
3 USEFUL INSRTUCTIONS
Hold the pulling ring tightly and pull down the screen slowly. then stop

when the black border comes Qut(or stop pulling where you want to
stop), the screen can be auto-fIXed, if it can not be fixed, please operate
it once again according to the same method. After using.release the
screen and it will go up and back to the housing.
4.WARNINGS

a The screen can not be folded.Do not use fingers or hard objects
to touch the screen surface.Do not splash the milk, fruit juice or other
chemical doses to the screen surface. Keep the screen far away from
the high temperature objects orfire.
b If the screen is dirty wash the screen gently by a broom or a cotton
ball do not use the organic solvents to clean the screen surface.
c When pulling the screen down, must be slowly and vertical. Do
not pull it roughly, please stop pulling as soon as the black border is out
or the screen is jammed or injured, then send the screen to the
maintenance center.
d After using, put the screen back to the housing in order to avoid
being polluted, If not using it for a long time,please take the screen from
the wall and pack it in a carton.
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2 INSTALLING
Choose a suitable place for installing, open the tripod feet first, pull
out the upper bar to a suitable height and lock it, hang the pulling rod
above to the goose neck and adjust the screen height, then finally fix/lock
it at a satisfied position which you want. After using, release the screen
and put it back to the housing.
3 USEFUL INSTRUCTIONS
a. The tripod legs should be placed steady.
b. When adjusting the height of screen should be move the upper bar
slowly and carefully.
4.WARNINGS
8. The screen can not be folded. Do not use fingers or hard objects
to touch the screen surface. Do not splash the milk, fruit juice or other
chemical doses to the screen surface. Keep the screen far away from
the high temperature objects or fire.
b. If the screen is dirty wash the screen gently by a broom or a cotton
ball,do not use the organic solvents to clean the screen surface.
c. When pulling the screen down, must be slowly and vertical. Do
not pull it roughly. Please stop pulling as soon as the black border is out
or the screen is jammed or injured, then send the screen to the
maintenance center.
d.After using, put the screen back to the housing in order to avoid
being polluted.lf not using it for a long time, please take the screen from
the wall and pack it in a carton.

-08TECHNICAL DATA
a.Matte White Screen

Gain: 1.1
Viewing Angle: 160·
High color rendering, high resolution.

b.Glass Beaded Screen
Gain: 2.5
Viewing Angle: 60·
High color rendering, high resolution.
c.High quality synchronous or tubular motor is equipped in the left
end ofthe screen housing.
d. Gain Measurement: refer the fig below
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Customer Copy
customer Nama:

M,. D
Miss 0
MB D

Addrells:

Tal. No.:
Tool Modal:

Serial No, or Date Code:

Data of Purchase:

Invoice/Receipt No"':

Dealer' IS Nema(Dealar' 15 Chop):

Tel. No.:

This product is warranted for one year from the date of purchase.
If the tool becomes defective due to faulty materials or workmanship
within the warranty period.
Please return the complete unit to your local service center with

the invoice prepaid transportation charge by yourself.

This warranty DOES NOT apply to:
- break down due to usage of ingenuine spare parts not we spare parts.
- normal wear and tear parts, cord, plug, chuck,charger, switch, bearing
housing, gear.
- attachments and accessories;
- unauthorized repair, alteration, modification;
- damage caused by foreign objects, substances.accidents.obvious misuse.
abuse. neglect and improper applications.
Details may vary from country to country. Please consult the local service
canter for more details, we reserves the right 10 change the tenns of warranty
without prior notice.

